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ABSTRACT
Aims. The source X 1822-371 is an eclipsing compact binary system with a period close to 5.57 hr and an orbital period
derivative P˙orb of 1.51(7)×10
−10 s s−1. The very large value of P˙orb is compatible with a super-Eddington mass transfer
rate from the companion star, as suggested by X-ray and optical data. The XMM-Newton observation taken in 2017
allows us to update the orbital ephemeris and verify whether the orbital period derivative has been stable over the last
40 yr.
Methods. We added to the X-ray eclipse arrival times from 1977 to 2008 two new values obtained from the RXTE and
XMM-Newton observations performed in 2011 and 2017, respectively. We estimated the number of orbital cycles and
the delays of our eclipse arrival times spanning 40 yr using as reference time the eclipse arrival time obtained from the
Rossi-XTE observation taken in 1996.
Results. Fitting the delays with a quadratic model, we found an orbital period Porb = 5.57062957(20) hr and a P˙orb value
of 1.475(54) × 10−10 s s−1. The addition of a cubic term to the model does not significantly improve the quality of the fit.
We also determined a spin-period value of Pspin = 0.5915669(4) s and its first derivative P˙spin = −2.595(11) × 10
−12 s s−1.
Conclusions. The obtained results confirm the scenario of a super-Eddington mass transfer rate; we also exclude a
gravitational coupling between the orbit and the change in the oblateness of the companion star triggered by the
nuclear luminosity of the companion star.
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1. Introduction
The low-mass X-ray binary system (LMXB) X 1822-371
is a persistent eclipsing source with an orbital period of
5.57 hr, hosting an accreting X-ray pulsar with a spin fre-
quency close to 1.69 Hz (Jonker & van der Klis 2001), that
is increasing with a derivative of ν˙ = (7.57 ± 0.06) × 10−12
Hz s−1 (Bak Nielsen et al. 2017; Iaria et al. 2015). The
mass function of the system is (2.03 ± 0.03) × 10−2 M⊙
(Jonker & van der Klis 2001), with a lower limit on the
companion star mass of 0.33±0.05 M⊙ (Jonker et al. 2003).
X 1822-371 belongs to the class of accretion disc corona
(ADC) sources (White & Holt 1982), with an inclination
angle between 81◦ and 84◦ (Heinz & Nowak 2001). The
distance to this source was estimated to be between 2-
2.5 kpc by Mason & Cordova (1982) using infrared and
optical observations. The 0.1-100 keV unabsorbed lumi-
nosity is 1.2 × 1036 erg s−1, adopting a distance of 2.5
kpc (Iaria et al. 2001). The most recent orbital ephemeris
of the source X 1822-371 was reported by Chou et al.
(2016), who suggested that the orbital period derivative
is P˙orb = (1.464 ± 0.041) × 10
−10 s s−1 adopting quadratic
ephemeris, or P˙orb = (1.94 ± 0.27) × 10
−10 s s−1 adopting
cubic ephemeris. The value of P˙orb is three orders of magni-
tude larger than what is expected from conservative mass
transfer driven by magnetic breaking and gravitational ra-
diation and can be explained only by assuming a mass
transfer rate larger than three times the Eddington limit
for a neutron star (Burderi et al. 2010; Bayless et al. 2010).
Bak Nielsen et al. (2017) suggested that X 1822-371 is a rel-
atively young binary in whichthe donor is transferring mass
on a thermal time-scale. The authors suggested that the
super-Eddington mass transfer rate generates an outflow of
matter from the magnetospheric radius.
A suggestion to explain the evolutionary stage of X1822-
371 comes also from recent numerical studies of the secu-
lar evolution of LMXBs including X-ray irradiation of the
donor (Tailo et al. 2018). These models show that when the
donor has a mass 0.4. M/M⊙ .0.6, like in this system, the
evolution is subdivided into cycles of short mass transfer
phases, during which the donor expands on the thermal
timescale of its convective envelope and the orbital period
increases significantly, followed by long phases of detach-
ments during which thermal relaxation takes place and the
donor recovers full thermal equilibrium. The next stage of
mass transfer occurs when the orbital period has decreased
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again so that the stellar radius fills again the Roche lobe,
and a new orbital expansion follows. The maximum P˙orb in
the published models is ∼ 6×10−11 s s−1 (see e.g. Tailo et al.
2018), but the specific evolution of X1822-371 may be ob-
tained by reasonable variations of the input parameters.
In this work, we used the eclipse arrival times reported
by Iaria et al. (2011), with the addition of two new eclipse
arrival times obtained analysing the Rossi-XTE observa-
tion performed in 2011 and the XMM-Newton observation
performed in 2017; our eclipse arrival times span 41 yr. We
investigated the statistical significance for the presence of
a second derivative of the orbital period and the possibility
that the quadratic term mimics a wide sinusoidal modu-
lation. In the latter case, we excluded that the sinusoidal
modulation could be explained as due to a gravitational
coupling of the orbit with changes in the oblateness of the
magnetically active companion star, the so-called Applegate
mechanism (Applegate 1992).
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Fig. 1. XMM-Newton/Epn folded orbital light curve obtained
adopting a period of 0.2321107 days. The period is divided in
128 bins.
2. Observations and Data Analysis
The XMM-Newton Observatory (Jansen et al. 2001) ob-
served the source X 1822-371 in 2017 March 3rd between
01:10:54 UTC and 19:12:27 UTC (ObsId. 0784820101) for
a total observing time of 69 ks. We analysed the data col-
lected by pn-type CCD detector of the European Photon
Imaging Camera (Epn, Stru¨der et al. 2001), operating in
Timing Mode, with the aim to estimate the eclipse arrival
time. We reprocessed the data using the Science Analysis
Software (SAS) v16.1.0, verified the absence of background
flaring during the observation and applied the barycentric
correction to the event times.
We extracted the Epn 0.3-10 keV light curve consid-
ering only PATTERN≤4 and FLAG=0 events from a re-
gion which included the brightest columns of the detec-
tor (RAWX between 30 and 45) while for the background
we extracted the events from a region far away from the
source (RAWX between 5 and 10). We observe three par-
tial eclipses at 14 ks, 34 ks and 54 ks from the start time
in the Epn background-subtracted light curve. The obser-
vation covers almost 3.4 orbital periods of the system. We
folded the background-subtracted light curve, adopting a
Table 1. Journal of available eclipse arrival times for the source
X 1822-371
Eclipse time Delays Cycle Ref. Satellite
(MJD, TDB) (s)
43413.0272(46) 1416(397) -29900 1 HEAO-1 Scan
43591.0521(46) 1145(397) -29133 1 HEAO-1 Scan
43776.0459(12) 1359(104) -28336 1 HEAO-1 Point
43777.9065(46) 1680(397) -28328 1 HEAO-1 Scan
43968.9247(69) 991(596) -27505 2 Einstein
44133.0277(30) 1124(259) -26798 1 Einstein
45579.9932(5) 642(43) -20564 1 EXOSAT
45614.80940(38) 622(33) -20414 1 EXOSAT
45962.50914(33) 588(29) -18916 1 EXOSAT
45962.74046(30) 520(26) -18913 1 EXOSAT
45962.97254(54) 517(29) -18912 1 EXOSAT
46191.13643(31) 533(27) -17929 1 EXOSAT
46191.36768(33) 459(29) -17928 1 EXOSAT
46191.60008(29) 484(25) -17927 1 EXOSAT
47759.72810(30) 195(26) -11171 1 Ginga
48692.34396(70) 83(60) -7153 1 ROSAT
49267.50984(40) -58(35) -4677 3 ASCA
50352.85425(35) -54(30) -1 3 ASCA
50353.08728(23) 26(20) 0 3 RXTE
50701.0187(12) 46(104) 1499 3 BeppoSAX
50992.0858(23) 101(199) 2753 4 RXTE
51779.6317(19) -61(164) 6146 4 Chandra
51975.06934(56) 59(48) 6988 4 XMM-Newton
51975.06935(31) 59(27) 6988 4 RXTE
52432.09458(30) 188(26) 8957 4 RXTE
52488.03300(38) 189(33) 9198 4 RXTE
52519.13569(85) 190(73) 9332 4 RXTE
52882.15470(37) 158(32) 10896 4 RXTE
54010.6730(9) 294(78) 15758 5 Suzaku
54607.19592(56) 408(48) 18328 4 Chandra
55887.05307(38) 838(33) 23842 6 RXTE
57818.44392(96) 1452(82) 32163 6 XMM-Newton
References:1) Hellier & Smale (1994), 2) Hellier & Mason
(1989), 3) Parmar et al. (2000), 4) Burderi et al. (2010),
5) Iaria et al. (2011), 6) this work
reference epoch Tfold = 57818.4237 MJD (corresponding to
a time close to the mid-time of the observation) and a ref-
erence period of Pfold = 0.2321107 days. The folded light
curve is shown in Figure 1.
We further added the X-ray eclipse time obtained by
analysing the RXTE observations taken from 2011 Novem-
ber 15 to 30 (ObsId. P96344). The same observation was
analysed by Chou et al. (2016) using standard 2 data in
the energy range 2-9 keV and inferring four eclipse ar-
rival times. In order to make the analysis self-consistent,
we re-analysed these data using the X-ray light curves
obtained from the Standard 1 data products (Std1) of
archival RXTE data, that is the 2-40 keV background-
subtracted light curves collected by the PCA with a time
resolution of 0.125 s. We applied the barycentric correc-
tion to the events using the ftool faxbary and folded the
light curve using as epoch Tfold = 55887 MJD and as pe-
riod Pfold = 0.2321104 days. To estimate the orbital phase
at which the eclipse occurs we adopted the procedure re-
ported by Burderi et al. (2010) finding that the eclipse ar-
rival times are Tecl = 57818.44392(96)MJD/TDB and Tecl =
55887.05307(38)MJD/TDB for the XMM-Newton/Epn and
RXTE/PCA observations, respectively. The associated er-
rors are at 68% confidence level.
To update the orbital ephemeris we included the two
eclipse arrival times shown above to those reported by
Iaria et al. (2011); the 32 eclipse arrival times, the corre-
sponding number of orbital cycles and the delays are sum-
marised in Table 1. The number of orbital cycles N and the
delays associated to the eclipse arrival times were obtained
adopting a reference orbital period of P0 = 0.232109571
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Fig. 2. From the left to the right: delays vs. cycles for quadratic (red), cubic (green) and LQS (blue) model. Residuals are in units
of σ obtained adopting the quadratic, cubic and LQS model, respectively.
Table 2. Best-fit parameters of the modeling of eclipse time de-
lays with different models including quadratic, cubic, sinusoidal,
and quadratic plus sinusoidal ephemeris.
Parameter Quadratic Cubic
Model Model
a (s) 5 ± 15 −3 ± 14
b (10−4 s) −5 ± 7 19 ± 16
c (10−6 s) 1.48 ± 0.05 1.52 ± 0.06
d (10−12 s) – −6 ± 4
T0,orb (MJD/TDB) 50353.08733(16) 50353.08725(16)
P0,orb (days) 0.2321095653(85) 0.232109593(18)
P˙orb (10
−10 s s−1) 1.475(54) 1.514(55)
P¨orb (10
−19 s s−2) – −0.91(55)
χ2/d.o.f. 42.3/29 37.4/28
Parameter LS LQS
Model Model
a (s) 8084 (fixed) 4 ± 13
b (10−4 s) −873.9 (fixed) −4 ± 7
c (10−6 s) – 1.47 ± 0.05
A (s) 9290 ± 30 34 ± 12
abin/l – 1.1 ± 0.3
NMOD (×10
4) 32.1 ± 0.5 0.5 ± 0.2
N0 (×10
4) 5.41 ± 0.06 −0.28 ± 0.03
PMOD (yr) 204 ± 3 3.4 ± 1.2
T0,orb (MJD/TDB) 50353.18085 (fixed) 50353.08733(15)
P0,orb (days) 0.232108660 (fixed) 0.2321095661(81)
P˙orb (10
−10 s s−1) – 1.468(53)
χ2/d.o.f. 37.8/29 31.2/26
Notes. The errors are at 68% confidence level
days and a reference eclipse time T0 = 50353.08728MJD, es-
timated for the RXTE observation of the source performed
in 1996 (Parmar et al. 2000).
We fitted the delays as function of cycles adopting the
quadratic model y = a+ bN + cN2 and obtaining a χ2(d.o. f .)
of 42.3(29). The uncertainties associated with the best-fit
parameters a, b and c have been scaled by a factor (χ2
red
)1/2
to take into account a χ2
red
of the best-fit model larger than
1. The best-fit values of the parameters are shown in the sec-
ond column of Table 2 (upper part); the best-fit quadratic
curve (red color) and the corresponding residuals in units
of σ are shown in the left panel of Figure 2.
The updated orbital ephemerides are:
Tecl = 50353.08733(16) MJD/TDB + 0.2321095653(85)N (1)
+ 1.711(63)× 10−11N2,
where the first and the second term represent the new values
of the reference epoch T0,orb and orbital period P0,orb, respec-
tively. The third term, equal to
(
P0P˙orb
)
/2, allows us to esti-
mate an orbital period derivative of P˙orb = 1.475(54)× 10
−10
s s−1. Furthermore, we added a cubic term d =
(
P2
0
P¨orb
)
/6
to the quadratic model in order to test the presence of a
second derivative of the orbital period. The best-fit curve
(green color) and the corresponding residuals are shown in
Figure 2 (central panel); the best-fit parameters are shown
in the third column of Table 2 (upper part). We obtained
a χ2(d.o. f .) of 37.4(28), the F-test probability of chance im-
provement is 0.065 indicating that the cubic model improves
the fitting at a confidence level less than 2σ, meaning that
the cubic term is not significantly required.
We investigated also whether the quadratic term could
mimic a sinusoidal modulation in the delays: we substituted
the quadratic term with a sinusoidal one, using the model
y = a + bN + A sin[2pi(N − N0)/NMOD] composed of a linear
plus sinusoidal term (LS model, hereafter). Keeping fixed
the best-fit values of a and b to 8084.33 s and -0.0873931 s
to lead the fit to the convergence, we obtained a χ2(d.o. f .)
of 37.8(29) with a ∆χ2 of 4.9 with respect to the quadratic
model, a modulation period PMOD = NMOD P0 = 204 ± 3
yr and a semi-amplitude of the modulation A = 9289(26)
s. The best-fit values are shown in the second column of
the lower part of Table 2. We also verified whether a grav-
itational qu-adrupole coupling produced by tidal dissipa-
tion (Applegate & Shaham 1994) could be detectable in
our data; to this aim we added a quadratic term to the
LS model. In the new model (hereafter LQS model) we
imposed that NMOD = 0.572 c
−1/2A2/3abin/l (this relation
will be discussed in Section 3). The best-fit parameters are
shown in the third column of the lower part in Table 2; the
best-fit model (blue color) and the corresponding residuals
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Fig. 3. Left panel: Folding search for periodicity in the 5-12 keV XMM-Newton/Epn light curve. The horizontal dashed line
indicate the χ2 value of 21.85 at which we have the 99.73% confidence level for a single trial, corresponding to a significance of 3
σ. Right panel: XMM-Newton/Epn folded light curves obtained adopting the best period and using 16 phase bins per period.
are shown in the right panel of Figure 2. We obtained a
χ2(d.o. f .) of 31.2(26), the F-test probability of chance im-
provement is 0.045 with respect to the quadratic model in-
dicating that LQS model improves the fit at a confidence
of about 2σ.
Finally, we looked for the presence of the NS spin
frequency in the XMM-Newton/Epn data, analysing the
5-12 keV events after applying the barycentric correc-
tion using the source coordinates. We corrected the data
for the binary orbital motion using a sin i = 1.006(5) lt-s
(Jonker & van der Klis 2001) and the value of the orbital
period obtained from the quadratic ephemeris shown above.
In order to search for the pulsation period, we applied the
procedure described by Iaria et al. (2015): we used the ftool
efsearch of the XRONOS package (v 5.22), adopting as
reference time the start time of the observation and a resolu-
tion of the period search of 10−6 s. We explored around a pe-
riod Pspin of 0.591567 s, estimated using Eq. 6 in Chou et al.
(2016), and subsequently, we fitted the peak of the corre-
sponding χ2 curve with a Gaussian function. We assumed
that the centroid of the Gaussian was the best estimation of
the spin period and we associated to this value the 68% c. l.
error obtained from the best fit. We found the spin period
is 0.5915669(4) s, the χ2
peak
associated to the best period is
44.66 (see the left panel in Figure 3) and the probability
of obtaining a χ2 value greater than or equal to χ2
peak
by
chance, having seven degrees of freedom, is 1.58×10−7 for a
single trial. Considering the 1000 trials in our research, we
expect almost 1.58 × 10−4 periods with a χ2 value greater
than or equal to χ2
peak
. This implies a detection significance
at the 99.984% confidence level.
Furthermore, we folded the 5-12 keV XMM-
Newton/Epn light curve adopting the obtained
Pspin = 0.5915669(4) s and the start time of the ob-
servation as reference epoch; we utilised 16 phase bins per
period. We fitted the folded light curve with a constant
plus a sinusoidal function with period kept fixed to one
and we obtained a χ2(d.o. f ) of 9.176(12), a constant value
of 19.44(2) c/s and a sinusoidal amplitude A = 0.16(2)
c/s. We show the folded light curve and the best-fit curve
in the right panel of Figure 3. We found the fractional
amplitude of the pulsation to be 0.83 ± 0.11% for the
estimated background count rate of 0.15(1) c/s. This value
is compatible with that reported by Jonker & van der Klis
(2001) in the 5-12 keV energy band.
In the end, using the spin period values reported by
Iaria et al. (2015) in Tab. 2, the last value reported by
Chou et al. (2016) in Tab. 4 and the spin-period obtained
above, we estimated a spin period derivative of −2.595(11)×
10−12 s s−1 with
Pspin(t) = 0.592758(3) s (2)
− 2.595(11)× 10−12 (t − 52500 MJD) × 86400.
3. Discussion
We updated the orbital ephemeris of the source X 1822-
371 by adding two eclipse arrival times obtained from the
RXTE/PCA observations performed in 2011 and from the
XMM-Newton/Epn observation performed in 2017. Our
baseline covers almost 40 yr, from 1976 to 2017. We moved
the reference epoch of the ephemeris to a more recent time,
corresponding to 1996 Sep. 27, that is close to the mid-
dle of the baseline. We inferred a P˙orb of 1.475(54) × 10
−10
s s−1, compatible with the values present in literature. We
explored the possibility that a cubic model could improve
the fit of the delays as suggested by Chou et al. (2016); the
addition of a cubic term to the quadratic model does not
improve significantly the fit yet.
Several authors (Burderi et al. 2010; Bayless et al. 2010;
Bak Nielsen et al. 2017) explained the large value of P˙orb
as due to a super-Eddington non-conservative mass trans-
fer rate. This ‘quadratic model’ seems the simplest expla-
nation. We alternatively investigated the possibility that
a large sinusoidal modulation could mimic the quadratic
trend of the delays. A sinusoidal modulation of the de-
lays could be associated to the gravitational quadrupole
coupling (GQC) between the orbit and the changes of the
quadrupole moment of the magnetically active companion
star (Applegate 1992). The magnetic activity of the sec-
ondary generates a torque to the subsurface magnetic field
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of the companion star (CS); the torque induces a cyclic ex-
change of angular momentum between the inner and outer
regions of the CS changing its gravitational quadrupole mo-
ment and, consequently, the orbital period of the binary
system. We assumed that the necessary luminosity LGQC to
activate this mechanism comes from the nuclear luminos-
ity Lnuke produced by the CS itself (Applegate 1992). We
assumed the mass function f = (2.03 ± 0.03) × 10−2 M⊙
(Jonker & van der Klis 2001) and the inclination angle
82.5 ± 1.5 deg (Heinz & Nowak 2001), then we estimated
the mass ratio q = M2/M1 = 0.27±0.02 adopting a CS mass
M2 of 0.46 ± 0.02 M⊙ and a NS mass M1 of 1.69 ± 0.13 M⊙
(Iaria et al. 2015). Under the reasonable hypothesis that
the CS fills its Roche lobe, using eq. 15 in Sanna et al.
(2017)
LGQC = 3.35 × 10
32m1q
1/3(1 + q)4/3P
−2/3
orb,5h
A2
P3
MOD,yr
erg s−1, (3)
where m1 is the NS mass in units of M⊙, A the semiampli-
tude of the sinusoidal modulation in seconds, PMOD,yr the
modulation period in yr and Porb,5h the orbital period in
units of five hr, we inferred that LGQC = (2.14± 0.22)× 10
33
erg s−1 adopting the best-fit values of A and PMOD,yr ob-
tained from the LS model. The nuclear luminosity of a star
with mass 0.43 M⊙ < M < 2 M⊙ is given by Lnuke/L⊙ =
m4, where m is the stellar mass in units of solar masses
(Salaris & Cassisi 2005). Substituting to the latter expres-
sion the value of m2, we find that Lnuke = (1.71± 0.14)× 10
32
erg s−1, implying that the nuclear luminosity is a factor of
13 lower than the luminosity needed to activate the GQC
process. Hence, a large sinusoidal modulation in the delays
cannot be explained as results of an Applegate mechanism
powered by the nuclear energy of the companion. It is more
reasonable that the delays follow a quadratic trend caused
by a the high value of the orbital period derivative.
It could be possible on the other hand that the energy
transferred to the CS to trigger the GQC process occurs via
tidal dissipation (Applegate & Shaham 1994; Sanna et al.
2017, for a discussion). In this scenario, the magnetic field
of the CS, interacting with the mass ejected from the system
because of the irradiation from the accreting neutron star,
could produce a torque able to slow down the rotation of
the CS. The torque, then, holds the CS out of synchronous
rotation generating a tidal dissipation that could furnish the
necessary energy to activate the GQC process. In this case,
the CS should lose mass and therefore we should observe
an orbital period derivative. Combining the eqs. 17 and 18
of Sanna et al. (2017) we find that the mass transfer rate
to trigger the GQC process via tidal dissipation is:
m˙T = 1.415×10
−8
(
abin
l
)2
m
11/9
1
q7/9
(1 + q)1/9
A4/3
P2
MOD,yr
M⊙ yr
−1, (4)
where abin/l represents the ratio between the binary sepa-
ration and the lever arm of the mass transferred by the CS
measured with respect to the center of mass of the binary
system. On the other hand, the mass transfer rate from the
CS is linked to the Porb and P˙orb values as reported in eq. 4
of Burderi et al. (2010), that is
m˙ = 0.39 (1 − 3n)−1m2 c P
−1
orb,5h M⊙ yr
−1, (5)
where n is the mass-radius index of the CS and c is the con-
stant of the quadratic term in the model adopted to fit the
delays. We assumed n = −1/3 as reported by Burderi et al.
(2010). Combining the Equations 4 and 5 we obtained
NMOD = 0.572 c
−1/2A2/3abin/l, which we used to constrain
the best-fit model (see Section 2). The best-fit values ob-
tained from this LQS model suggest that the GQC process
is possible via tidal interaction if the mass transfer rate is
(9.4 ± 0.3) × 10−8 M⊙ y
−1, that is a factor of 6 larger than
the Eddington mass accretion rate.
4. Conclusions
Our results confirm the scenario of a super-Eddington mass
transfer rate for X 1822-371, where most of the transferred
mass is expelled from the system by the X-ray radiation
pressure and only a fraction of it accretes onto the neutron
star (see e.g. Iaria et al. 2013). Apart from this simplest
‘quadratic model’, we note that the GQC mechanism via
tidal interaction also predicts a parabolic trend of the delays
over which a small modulation with a period of 3.4± 1.2 yr
and an amplitude of 34 ± 12 s is superimposed. In other
words, both the quadratic model and the GQC mechanism
via tidal interaction require a large outflow of mass, several
times the Eddington limit, from the system.
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